Critical Infrastructure Protection

by Patricia Ladnier

Both the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Department of Defense (DoD) work to secure and defend the U.S., including protecting and securing key resources and critical infrastructure (referred to collectively as critical infrastructure). The Constitution and federal statutory law establish national security goals. The Critical Infrastructures Protection Act of 2001 (CIPA) articulates as a national security goal the protection of critical infrastructure by a public-private partnership.¹ The Homeland Security Act of 2002 specifically tasks the DHS with preventing terrorism and protecting critical infrastructure.² Much of the nation’s critical infrastructure is interdependent and interconnected and is not owned by the federal government.³

Critical infrastructure sustained damage in multiple post-9/11 disasters or emergencies. Reports about some of these catastrophes analyze lessons learned. Two key tasks for critical infrastructure protection emerge as crucial: (1) establishing standards and enforcing compliance with the standards; and (2) physically protecting and securing critical infrastructure routinely and in an emergency. Reviewing relevant existing federal statutory authority for the DHS and the DoD to perform these two key tasks reveals that authority is insufficient to achieve these tasks. A strategic review should realign federal statutory law to allow the DHS to implement recommendations to achieve its national security goal of critical infrastructure protection.

The statutory framework to implement constitutional authority historically authorized the DoD to defend the nation and support national defense policies. The CIPA linked national security and critical infrastructure protection. “Critical infrastructure” is an asset or a system that, if incapacitated or destroyed, “would have a debilitating impact on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination of those matters.”⁴ After 9/11, the Homeland Security Act of 2002 created and authorized the DHS for the mission of homeland security to prevent terrorism, reduce vulnerability to terrorism, and prepare for and respond to terrorism and other disasters and emergencies. The DHS entities most concerned with critical infrastructure protection are the National
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Protection and Program Division’s (NPPD) Federal Protective Service (FPS) and Office of Infrastructure Protection (OIP), the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG).

CIPA and Presidential Policy Directive-21 (PPD-21) designated specific infrastructures or sectors as critical. PPD-21 states that infrastructure owners are best suited to manage risks and to determine security strategies. PPD-21 assigned specific federal entities as responsible sector-specific agencies. The DHS is responsible for eight of the sixteen sectors and in conjunction with the General Services Administration (GSA) and the Department of Transportation (DOT) for another two. The CIPA and PPD-21 explicitly state, as national policy, reliance on a public-private partnership for critical infrastructure protection. Recent events, including physical attacks on the electric grid and the 2010 British Petroleum Deepwater Horizon oil well failure disaster, cast doubt on this reliance. This doubt is compounded when considering that non-federal infrastructure sectors, including foreign owners, own much of U.S. critical infrastructure. Multiple reports from some post-9/11 disasters and emergencies provide observations, conclusions, and recommendations about critical infrastructure protection. Key tasks for critical infrastructure protection discussed in these reports are to establish standards and enforce compliance and physically protect and secure the critical infrastructure routinely and in an emergency. These reports made many recommendations for protective measures.

This article focuses on these key tasks because they appear in multiple reports and illustrate basic protective measures. These key tasks are the basis for evaluating the existing federal statutory authority for the DHS and the DoD to protect critical infrastructure.

The CIPA and Homeland Security Act contain no new regulatory authority for critical infrastructure protection. The DHS has limited statutory authority to establish standards and enforce compliance and physically protect and secure critical infrastructure. No statutory authority exists for the DoD to issue regulations to set standards for critical infrastructure protection, which is appropriate for a civilian government. The DoD’s statutory authority would permit physically protecting and securing critical infrastructure, but only in certain emergency-type situations. Further, multiple challenges experienced by the DoD in executing its existing federal statutory authority could exacerbate or compromise its ability to protect critical infrastructure in a crisis.

As a result, the DHS regulatory authority to set standards is very limited and offers no mechanism for an integrated, strategic, regulatory framework for critical infrastructure protection.
A strategic review of national security policy should examine policy assumptions and practicalities of critical infrastructure protection. Such a review should result, where warranted, in strategic, integrated policy revisions and realign statutory authority with mission accomplishment. The policy and assumptions in CIPA, PPD-21, and the Homeland Security Act rely on the public-private partnership to achieve critical infrastructure protection. Also, regulatory authority that may cover critical infrastructure is diffused among multiple separate DHS entities and federal agencies that historically have been concerned with safety issues, not national security. Almost sixteen years have passed since 9/11 and the passage of the CIPA. Multiple reports warn of gaps in critical infrastructure protection. Statutory amendments could also address two other specific considerations identified in this article: repealing the statute that criminalizes posse comitatus and fixing the dual-command problem.

The DHS has made much progress toward a safer, more resilient nation as detailed in reports to Congress by the DHS and the General Accountability Office (GAO). Now it needs the tools to move to the next level to ensure implementation of recommendations from assessments and studies. This article surveys federal statutory authority most relevant to protecting the nation’s critical infrastructure generally and as a whole and focuses on two aspects. First, the DHS entities studied (FPS, OIP, FEMA, and the USCG) are the ones concerned generally with working to protect all sectors of critical infrastructure. This article does not consider highly technical and specialized sectors, such as cyber, nuclear, and nuclear waste, or a DHS entity that is responsible for one specific function, such as the Transportation Security Administration. Second, the plain text of federal statutes is reviewed, without reference to interpretation through federal executive agency regulations or judicial case law. Reviewing more than the plain meaning of the statutes exceeds the scope of this article.

The challenge of critical infrastructure protection is highly relevant, not only because of terrorism, but also because of aging and decaying infrastructure and the looming need to invest heavily in it. These circumstances present an opportunity to adopt standards to compel compliance with the standards, through regulation if needed, and also to ensure clear authority for physical protection and security where an owner fails to adequately protect the infrastructure. Given the interdependent and networked nature of the nation’s critical infrastructure, it is important to build on years of work by the DHS. The DHS has worked to assess the critical infrastructure and build partnerships and frameworks for public-private collaboration. The next logical step is to shepherd the nation through implementing recommendations from assessments and collaborative efforts to ensure that the critical infrastructure is protected and the nation is resilient in a crisis.

The DHS has made much progress toward a safer, more resilient nation...

National Security and Critical Infrastructure Protection

An understanding of the constitutional and statutory framework for national security and critical infrastructure protection is necessary before beginning the analysis of the DHS and the DoD federal statutory authority for protecting the nation’s critical infrastructure. The U.S. Constitution’s preamble highlights security as part of the purpose for establishing the Constitution: “to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of
Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity.” The Constitution grants to the federal government authority and responsibility for national security. Early federal statutes enabled the military to protect the nation. More recent statutory law authorizes the DHS to protect the homeland from terrorism. Recent national policy recognizes the priority of protecting critical infrastructure as vital to the nation’s security and relies on a public-private partnership solution.

**DoD and DHS Missions for Homeland Defense and Homeland Security**

Individual military services historically have implemented the constitutional mandates to protect the U.S., culminating in consolidating the Army, Navy and Marine Corps, and Air Force into the DoD after World War II. The more recent Homeland Security Act of 2002 created the DHS. The DHS entities most directly responsible for physical critical infrastructure protection of multiple infrastructure sectors are the NPPD, FEMA, and USCG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Army</th>
<th>Air Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“preserving the peace and security, and providing for the defense, of the United States; supporting the national policies; implementing the national objectives; and overcoming any nations responsible for aggressive acts that imperil the peace and security of the United States.”</td>
<td>“preserving the peace and security, and providing for the defense, of the United States; supporting the national policies; implementing the national objectives; and overcoming any nations responsible for aggressive acts that imperil the peace and security of the United States.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Navy</th>
<th>Marine Corps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“for prompt and sustained combat incident to operations at sea. It is responsible for the preparation of naval forces necessary for the effective prosecution of war except as otherwise assigned.”</td>
<td>“to provide fleet marine forces of combined arms, together with supporting air components, for service with the fleet in the seizure or defense of advanced naval bases and for the conduct of such land operations as may be essential to the prosecution of a naval campaign. In addition, the Marine Corps … shall provide security detachments for the protection of naval property at naval stations and bases, and shall perform other duties as the President may direct.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Source:** Author, created from identified sections of the US Code (2017), Title 10 (Armed Forces).

**Table 1. Statutory Purpose for Army, Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps**

The USCG is a military service and a branch of the armed forces, transferred from the DOT. It may operate as part of the U.S. Navy upon a Congressional declaration of war or when the President directs. The USCG’s mission is to protect and defend U.S. ports, inland waterways, coastline, and territorial waters. Table 2 summarizes the major relevant responsibilities of the DHS and these DHS entities.
The DHS has broad and specific statutory authority for homeland security and critical infrastructure protection. Both the DoD and DHS have missions for securing the homeland and its critical infrastructure and for supporting national policies.

### National Security Policy to Protect Critical Infrastructure

As articulated in the CIPA, national security policy identifies critical infrastructure protection as vital:

> A continuous national effort is required to ensure the reliable provision of cyber and physical infrastructure services critical to maintaining the national defense, continuity of government, economic prosperity, and quality of life...

It is the policy of the United States—(1) that any physical or virtual disruption of the operation of the critical infrastructures of the United States be rare, brief, geographically limited in effect, manageable, and minimally detrimental to the economy, human and...
government services, and national security of the United States; [and] (2) that actions necessary to achieve the policy stated in paragraph (1) be carried out in a public-private partnership involving corporate and non-governmental organizations.

The CIPA defined critical infrastructure as “systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital to the United States that the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination of those matters.” The CIPA relies upon “a public-private partnership” for acting to protect critical infrastructure.

Public-Private Sectors as Partners to Protect Critical Infrastructure

CIPA’s framing of critical infrastructure protection as a shared action of infrastructure owners and government may not result in protected critical infrastructure. This sharing assumes reaching consensus on protection measures and implementation. Studies of some disaster and emergency scenarios cast doubt on this assumption, as discussed below. The ownership of U.S. critical infrastructure magnifies this doubt, since private entities, non-federal public entities (such as state and local governments or utilities), and non-federal public-private entities own much of the critical infrastructure. These studies demonstrate this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIPA</th>
<th>PPD-21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function or Sector</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sector and Federal Agency Designated as Sector Specific Agency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
<td>Chemical: DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Commercial facilities: DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial services</td>
<td>Communications: DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Critical manufacturing: DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Dams: DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National defense</td>
<td>Defense industrial base: DOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government continuity</td>
<td>Emergency services: DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic prosperity</td>
<td>Energy: Department of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of life</td>
<td>Financial services: Department of Treasury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food-agriculture: Departments of Agriculture and Health &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government facilities: DHS, GSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthcare-public health: Department of Health &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information Technology: DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuclear: DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation: DHS, DOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water, wastewater: Environmental Protection Agency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author, created from information in the CIPA and PPD-21.

Table 3. Critical Infrastructure Sector Designations in the CIPA and PPD-21
tension and make recommendations to improve critical infrastructure protection. Two key tasks for protecting critical infrastructure emerge from these recommendations: establishing standards and ensuring compliance and physically protecting and securing the infrastructure.

**Public-Private sectors partnership**

The CIPA assumes that the private and public sectors would reach consensus and act in partnership. PPD-21 takes this assumption a step further by stating: “Critical infrastructure owners and operators are uniquely positioned to manage risks to their individual operations and assets, and to determine effective strategies to make them more secure and resilient.”

The CIPA highlighted certain infrastructure sectors and functional areas as critical. PPD-21 subsequently defined sixteen critical infrastructure sectors and assigned federal agencies to each sector as the responsible, sector-specific agency to each. Table 3 summarizes these CIPA and PPD-21 designations:

Recent physical attacks on the electric grid and the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil well failure and oil spill, among other examples, cast doubt on the assumption underlying the CIPA and PPD-21. Since non-federal entities and some foreign entities own much of critical infrastructure, this doubt is important. As an example, buildings owned by foreign entities, including China, house some highly-secure government agencies. A recent GAO report concluded that these leasing arrangements pose security risks for this infrastructure sector.

Two key facts call into question whether critical infrastructure protection is satisfactory: (1) continued critical infrastructure vulnerabilities and (2) privately-owned infrastructure being outside the government’s control. Reports of recent critical infrastructure damage demonstrate how to measure the ability of the federal government to ensure that critical infrastructure truly is protected.

**Lessons from some post-9/11 disasters and emergencies**

Some specific post-9/11 disasters and emergencies illustrate threats and damage to critical infrastructure regardless of whether the crisis was from natural or human causes or whether unintentional or intentional. Reports about the Northwest U.S.-Canadian electric grid failure (2003), Hurricane Katrina (2005), Deepwater Horizon oil well failure and oil spill (2010), and physical attacks on the Metcalf, CA, electric substation (2013–14) recommend critical infrastructure protection measures and provide examples of protection shortfalls and gaps.

**Establishing Standards and Enforcing Compliance**

Multiple reports studying specific emergencies recommend that the government establish specific standards and enforce compliance. The 2003 U.S.-Canada task force recommended that U.S. and Canadian government agencies establish and enforce compliance with reliability standards “in the planning, design, and operation of North America’s vast bulk power systems.” More recent reports continue to echo the need for greater electric grid regulation. The Deepwater Horizon commission specifically concluded that a lack of government standards contributed to the disaster. The question then becomes how to set standards. The 2008 Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) commission report succinctly stated the allocation of responsibility between industry and government and why the government must set standards:

Industry is responsible for assuring system reliability, efficiency, and cost effectiveness as a matter of meeting required service levels to be paid for by its customers. Government is responsible for protecting the society and its infrastructure, including the electric power system. Only government can deal
with barriers to attack — interdiction before consequence. Only government can set the standards necessary to provide the appropriate level of protection against catastrophic damage from EMP for the civilian sector.27

Two main points are the allocation of responsibility between industry and government and the independence of government from industry.

The government’s independence from the infrastructure owner is crucial. Both the U.S.-Canada and the Deepwater Horizon commissions criticized the government for relying too much on industry, to the detriment of both the public and workers at infrastructure facilities. The Deepwater Horizon Commission candidly stated that the government regulatory agency “had a built-in financial incentive [from charging expensive licensing and permitting fees] to promote offshore drilling that was in tension with its mandate to ensure safe drilling and environmental protection.” Having the government set standards and enforce compliance gives infrastructure owners a common, independent guide to address security concerns.28

Physically Protecting and Securing Critical Infrastructure

The electric grid attacks and the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina establish the need for routine physical security. The U.S. electric power grid, historically concerned with deterring vandalism, now is “most vulnerable to intentional damage from malicious acts” to shut down an infrastructure or perpetrate a terrorist act. Despite voluntary guidelines, grid owners failed or declined to implement available security measures even at critical high-voltage substations, as evidenced by substation attacks in California, Arkansas, and Arizona and results from North American Electric Reliability Corporation grid exercises in 2011 and 2013. A Congressional Research Service (CRS) report noted continuing efforts of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to implement its physical security policy for the power grid and recommended that Congress examine “whether company-specific security initiatives appropriately reflect the risk profiles of their particular assets, and whether additional security measures across the grid uniformly reflect terrorism risk from a national perspective.”29

On-going routine physical security of critical infrastructure is required.

In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, the collapse of law and order illustrates the need for emergency protection of critical infrastructure. The total collapse of local law enforcement led to uncontrolled violence and civil unrest. Hurricane Katrina destroyed local government capabilities and incapacitated and overwhelmed state government, leading to calls for assistance from higher jurisdictional levels. The federal government had trouble protecting and restoring critical infrastructures after Katrina. Eventually, federal forces were decisive in helping the state National Guard to restore order in New Orleans.30

Existing Federal Statutory Authority for the DHS

The DHS’s NPPD, FEMA, and USCG have limited federal statutory authority to establish standards and to physically protect and secure critical infrastructure when the owner fails to adequately do so. The DHS has some regulatory authority for standard-setting for federal
government property, areas under the jurisdiction of the USCG, and certain parts of the chemical sector. The only statutory authority to physically protect and secure critical infrastructure covers federal government property and certain USCG authorities. The DHS has challenges in effectively exercising its authorities to perform the identified key tasks, including a lack of regulatory authority to effect an integrated response to protect critical infrastructure, especially where an owner fails to protect critical infrastructure.

**Establishing Standards and Enforcing Compliance**

The CIPA and Homeland Security Act contain no new regulatory authority for critical infrastructure protection. The Homeland Security Act provides that the DHS has existing regulatory authority under three specified statutes and from authority previously granted to agencies transferred to the DHS. Current regulatory authority for the DHS to establish standards and enforce compliance only addresses property owned or occupied by the federal government and persons on the property; U.S. ports, waters, and coastline; and certain parts of the chemical sector.

**Federal government property and persons on the property**

The DHS has regulatory authority that would extend to setting and enforcing standards over facilities owned or occupied by the federal government and persons on such property. The plain language of 40 US Code §1315(b) directs prescribing regulations necessary for the protection and administration of property owned or occupied by the Federal Government and persons on the property.” The statutory text specifies “occupied,” which includes property owned by any private and non-federal entity. The statute penalizes regulation violations with a fine, imprisonment, or both.

**U.S. ports, waters, and coastline**

U.S. ports, waters, and the coastline are the jurisdiction of the USCG. The USCG has the regulatory authority to establish standards and enforce compliance both for security and for safety. The authority to regulate for safety provides additional authority to the extent that safety issues also compromise security. The USCG can implement statutes related to port and maritime transportation security and to transportation and commercial shipping. Second, statutory authority exists for regulation of vessels in U.S. territorial waters when either the president declares a national emergency or the U.S. Attorney General determines that an actual or anticipated mass migration of aliens en route to the U.S. requires an immediate federal response. Further, the USCG may regulate to promote safety of life and property using two statutes. It seems reasonable that safety would encompass security since security affects safety of life and property. The first safety statute directs that the USCG “shall … promulgate and enforce regulations for the promotion of safety of life and property on and under the high seas and waters subject to the jurisdiction of the U.S., covering all matters not specifically delegated by law to some other executive department.” The second safety statute grants the USCG regulatory authority over vessels, including vessel “design, construction, alteration, repair and operation” and “the use of vessel stores and other supplies of a dangerous nature.” Finally, the USCG has regulatory authority for hazardous materials in
commerce which also authorizes regulations related to transportation and pipelines.\textsuperscript{36}

**Chemical sector**

Two laws amending the Homeland Security Act authorize the DHS to establish standards and to enforce compliance related to parts of the chemical sector. First, the Chemical Facilities Anti-Terrorist Standards (CFATS) Program regulates any facility that holds any specified chemical in a quantity at or above the minimum quantity for the chemical specified in the regulation. The statute directs the Secretary to “establish risk-based performance standards designed to address high levels of security risk at covered chemical facilities.” The statute permits enforcement by civil enforcement and by emergency order in certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{37} Second, the Secure Handling of Ammonium Nitrate statute grants regulatory authority for the “sale and transfer of ammonium nitrate” to “prevent the misappropriation or use of ammonium nitrate in an act of terrorism.”\textsuperscript{38} The statute focuses on registration and recording of transactions involving ammonium nitrate and does not mention physical security of facilities.

**Physically Protecting and Securing Critical Infrastructure**

The only sectors for which the Act authorizes the DHS to physically protect and secure critical infrastructure are: (1) federal government property and persons on such property, and (2) U.S. ports, waters, and coastline. Neither the authority granted to the OIP nor to the FEMA include physically protecting and securing critical infrastructure if the owner fails to adequately do so.

**Federal government property and persons on the property**

Statutory law mandates that the DHS “shall protect the buildings, grounds, and property that are owned, occupied, or secured by the Federal Government (including any agency, instrumentality, or wholly owned or mixed-ownership corporation thereof) and the persons on the property.” The statute specifies that the DHS may designate employees of the DHS, including FPS personnel, for this purpose.\textsuperscript{39}

**U.S. ports, waters, and coastline**

The statutory authority for the USCG does not mention specifically the physical protection of critical infrastructure so the analysis must rely upon reasonable inferences. The USCG has broad statutory authority to assist “any Federal agency, State, Territory, possession, or political subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, to perform any activity for which such personnel and facilities are especially qualified.”\textsuperscript{40} This statute requires a request for assistance from the proper authority as a precondition to action. This broad authority would include physically protecting and securing critical infrastructure either routinely or in an emergency, since the USCG has training and equipment for defense. The USCG has broad authority to routinely enforce laws related to U.S. ports, waters, and coastline, including maritime shipping and transportation. The USCG enforces laws, conducts maritime air surveillance, and makes “inquiries, examinations, inspections, searches, seizures, and arrests upon the high seas and waters over which the United States has jurisdiction, for the prevention, detection, and suppression of violations of US laws.”\textsuperscript{41} This authority enables the USCG, as part of its routine mission, to protect critical infrastructure to the extent laws prohibit behavior affecting security (as opposed, for example, to collecting revenue or policing for safety hazards). At certain specific times, statutory authority empowers USCG action that could include protecting and securing critical infrastructure. The USCG protects waterways and enforces regulations for anchorage and movement of vessels when the president declares a national emergency or when the U.S. Attorney General “determines that an actual or anticipated
mass migration of aliens en route to, or arriving off the coast of, the United States” requires an immediate federal response.\footnote{42} Finally, the USCG is a military service that maintains readiness for war and that operates as part of the U.S. Navy when designated.\footnote{43} These authorities, while not specifically delineating critical infrastructure protection, enable the USCG to protect and secure critical infrastructure related to maritime transportation and related commercial facilities and shipping and other critical infrastructure when requested by the proper authority.

**Challenges for the DHS in Exercising this Statutory Authority**

**Federal government property and persons on the property**

In comparing two provisions of 40 US Code §1315, the statutory text differs. This difference could affect the regulatory scope since what is defined as subject to protection is greater than what is defined as subject to regulation. (See Table 4)

**U.S. ports, waters, and coastline**

The USCG’s broad statutory authority to regulate for defense and law enforcement and to protect U.S. ports, waters, and coastline does not explicitly specify protecting critical infrastructure when an owner fails to adequately do so. Also, some of its authority can be exercised only in times of emergency or war or upon specific request. Finally, the broad authority in 6 US Code §141 is unclear as to whether it is limited to areas traditionally in the USCG jurisdiction (high seas and U.S. ports, waters, and coastline) or is broader. The USCG, as a military service, faces the confusion surrounding the doctrine of *posse comitatus* and laws limiting its use. For centuries, this doctrine permitted local sheriffs to assemble help in enforcing the law and restoring order. *Posse comitatus* is Latin for “power of the county” or “the force of the county.” The practice dates to English law as early as 1411 and continued to be used throughout American history. In 1878, Southern Democrats angry about Reconstruction policies gained Congressional control. They enacted what became known as the *Posse Comitatus* Act which criminalized using the Army or Air Force to execute laws unless expressly permitted by the Constitution or statute. That act now is 18 US Code §1385, which causes much confusion among military services regarding its application.\footnote{44} Subsequently, 10 US Code §275 restricts members of the Navy from “direct participation … in a search, seizure, arrest, or other similar activity unless participation in such activity by such member is otherwise authorized by law.”\footnote{45} The plain text of 10 US Code §275 is silent about whether it includes the USCG when it operates as part of the Navy.\footnote{46} Further, the more recent Homeland Security Act reaffirms “the continued importance of [18 US Code §1385] … in [restricting] any use of the Armed Forces as a posse comitatus to execute the laws.”\footnote{47} This provision’s broader use of “Armed Forces,” rather than 18 US Code §1385’s “the Army or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protection authority</th>
<th>Regulatory authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| mandates protection of "the buildings, grounds, and property that are owned, occupied, or secured" by the federal government and "persons on the property." | "may prescribe regulations necessary for the protection and administration of property owned or occupied" by the federal government and "persons on the property..."

*Source: Author created. Emphasis added by underlining and by bolding/italicizing the text in (a) that is not in (c); the difference represents a gap in defined authority to protect and to regulate.*

**Table 4. Comparison of 40 US Code §1315(a) and (c).**
the Air Force,” further adds to the confusion for the USCG, since 14 US Code §1 defines the USCG as “a military service and a branch of the armed forces of the United States at all times.” As previously detailed, the USCG is responsible for law enforcement and assisting in law enforcement. Additionally, one statute specifically authorizes the USCG to assist “any Federal agency, State, Territory, possession, or political subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, to perform any activity for which such personnel and facilities are especially qualified” when requested by the proper authority. Thus, it seems logical that the USCG is exempted from the limits on the use of posse comitatus and on the military for direct participation in law enforcement. Otherwise, many statutorily authorized and mandated USCG missions are defeated.

The plain text of the statutes could cause confusion, especially in a crisis or multi-faceted, evolving operation. In at least one documented instance, a USCG judge advocate general believed the USCG violated the posse comitatus prohibition when called upon to assist in the DC sniper hunt that terrorized the metropolitan area of the nation’s capital for months and resulted in multiple deaths.

**Chemical sector**

The statutory authority for the CFATS Program expires in December 2018 unless reauthorized by law. Also, it only covers establishing performance standards. One report questioned whether the program should augment its performance-based approach with prescriptive regulations. Finally, the program, while making great strides in improving the security of chemical facilities, has problems with non-compliant facilities. In the plant explosion in West, TX, in 2013, the facility failed to report its ammonium nitrate holdings to the CFATS Program. The final report investigating the explosion noted that if the facility “had complied with the CFATS [Program], a CFATS [Program] inspection or assistance visit might have noted the storage conditions … and prompted change.”

The Homeland Security Act offers limited authority for the DHS to establish protective standards or to physically protect and secure critical infrastructure where an owner fails to adequately protect it. For example, the GAO acknowledged the DHS has no authority to set standards for the electrical grid which affects every other critical infrastructure sector. USCG authority related to critical infrastructure is not explicit and is limited in some areas to emergency or wartime. Also, the question of the posse comitatus limitation could cloud USCG operational effectiveness.

The DHS can exercise its statutory authority to influence the infrastructure owners and other government agencies with regulatory authority over infrastructure security; to exercise its limited areas of regulatory and statutory authority to protect government property and ports, waters, and coastline; and to exercise its defined regulatory authority over certain chemical facilities and certain ammonium nitrate transactions. The DHS, however, has no statutory authority for strategic, integrated regulation of minimal standards or of physically protecting critical infrastructure where an owner fails to implement protective measures or inadequately protects the infrastructure.
Existing Federal Statutory Authority for the DoD

The DoD has no regulatory authority relevant to critical infrastructure protection. Its federal statutory authority for physical protection and security is limited. Title 32 authorizes the DoD to fund National Guard protection of critical infrastructure. Multiple authorities authorize the DoD, under specific, statutorily-defined circumstances, to act in support of civilian authorities. Like the DHS, the DoD has challenges in exercising its authority which could leave critical infrastructure unprotected and vulnerable, thereby compromising the DoD’s ability to fulfill this national security goal.

The DoD has no statutory authority to establish standards to guide critical infrastructure protection. The authority for the DoD to physically protect and secure critical infrastructure either routinely or in an emergency derives from Titles 32, 10, 14, and 42. Title 32 provides the clearest authority by permitting DoD funding for the National Guard to perform homeland defense duties, specifically including critical infrastructure protection. Title 10 authorizes use of military forces for specific situations to restore law and order, to enforce federal authority, and to enforce federal and state law, including assisting the Department of Justice (DOJ). Title 14 USCG personnel are available. Finally, the DoD may assist in emergency situations if the president invokes Title 42 for disaster/emergency assistance.

National Guard, Title 32

The most explicit statutory authority is Title 32 funding authority for “homeland defense activity,” which includes military protection of critical infrastructure. The DoD may fund state National Guard forces to perform “the military protection … of infrastructure or other assets of the United States determined by the Secretary of Defense as being critical to national security, from a threat or [an] aggression.” This authority would address routine and emergency protection and security.

Armed Forces and National Guard, Title 10

In addition, physically protecting and securing critical infrastructure could be part of restoring law and order, enforcing federal authority, or enforcing federal or state law.

One statute authorizes the President, upon request of the state’s legislature or governor if the legislature cannot be convened, to call into federal service the militia of another state and “use such of the armed forces, as [the President] considers necessary to suppress the insurrection.”

Another statute authorizes the president to use militia of any state to enforce U.S. law or suppress rebellion where “unlawful obstructions, combinations, or assemblages, or rebellion against the authority of the United States, make it impractical to enforce the laws of the United States in any State by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings….”

A third statute authorizes the President “by using the militia or the armed forces, or both, or by any other means shall take such measures as [the president] considers necessary to suppress, in a State, any insurrection, domestic violence, unlawful combination, or conspiracy.” This statute applies where (1) violence or unlawful activity hinders the execution of state law or federal law within the state and deprives people of a “right, privilege, immunity, or protection named in the Constitution and secured by law” and (2) the state authorities “are unable, fail, or refuse” protection or the disturbance “opposes or obstructs the execution of federal law or impedes
the course of justice under those laws.”

Finally, Reserve forces may be activated upon war, national emergency, national security requirements, and National Guard forces may be activated upon actual or danger of invasion or rebellion against U.S. authority and to execute U.S. law when the president “is unable with the regular force to execute the laws of the United States.” The president could order critical infrastructure to be physically protected and secured as a necessary action pursuant to these statutes.

**Coast Guard, Title 14**

The USCG at all times is a military service. It serves the DHS, except when it operates as a service to the U.S. Navy either upon a Congressional declaration of war or when the president directs.

**Disaster relief and emergency assistance, Title 42**

Finally, the President has authority in a natural disaster or an emergency to deploy any federal agency, both with and without the request of a state governor. This authority could include directing the DoD to physically protect and secure critical infrastructure.

A state governor may request assistance in a major disaster or emergency. The President may direct federal support of state and local assistance response or recovery efforts. The President also may act without a request from the governor in a major disaster or emergency “where necessary to save lives, prevent human suffering, or mitigate severe damage”; where action is “essential to meeting immediate threats to life and property”; where it is necessary to provide emergency communication systems or emergency public transportation or fire management assistance; and where the federal government has primary responsibility for response because under the Constitution or federal statutory law the federal government exercises exclusive or preeminent responsibility and authority over the subject area. It is reasonable to conclude that the President would deem physically protecting and securing critical infrastructure as mitigating severe damage or essential to meeting a threat to life or property.

**Challenges for the DoD in Exercising This Statutory Authority**

Whether Title 32, 10, 14, or 42 is invoked, or a combination thereof, the DoD has multiple challenges in unequivocally exercising its authority. These challenges could compromise the orderly and predictable physical protection and security of critical infrastructure.
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**National Guard, Title 32**

First, the Title 32 statutory framework assumes that the state governor and the DoD will agree on the mission, threat assessment, and scope. It also assumes that the state governor will agree with the amount of DoD funding and proceed with the mission. A second assumption is that the state National Guard has the capability and personnel available for the homeland defense activity identified by the DoD or requested by the governor, especially considering the duty is limited to one hundred and eighty days. Finally, this authority requires the DoD to engage in additional recordkeeping, auditing, and compliance monitoring.

**Armed Forces and National Guard, Title 10**

The most confusing challenge to exercising Title 10 authority may be the limitations placed upon the *posse comitatus* doctrine. Some Title 10 statutes specifically authorize military support to law enforcement related to WMD and bombings. Similar to the initial confusion on 9/11 as to the “cause” of the disaster/emergency/crisis, a circumstance may require military support even before determining whether the triggering event was a WMD or a bombing. Further, some statutes have specific exceptions, such as “for the immediate protection of human life, and civilian law enforcement officials are not capable of taking the action.”

State National Guard units, except ones that are federalized, and the USCG, possibly except when operating as part of the Navy, are exempt from the bar against *posse comitatus* activity. This situation may lead to not federalizing National Guard units to avoid the confusion at times when they need to be federalized for operational effectiveness. The military has multiple branches and engages in joint planning, training, and operations, including with the National Guard and the USCG. Navigating the statutory authorizations, prohibitions, limitations, and exceptions related to *posse comitatus* is like a maze.

**Coast Guard, Title 14**

The USCG is a hybrid force: a military service and branch of the armed forces, as well as a law enforcement authority. As discussed previously, interpreting and applying *posse comitatus* limitations to the USCG presents a challenge, especially when the USCG may be transferred to the U.S. Navy where its operations may be changed to synchronize with Navy operations.

**Navigating the statutory authorizations, prohibitions, limitations, and exceptions related to *posse comitatus* is like a maze.**

**Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance, Title 42**

The statutory framework for disaster response and emergency assistance and recovery has at least two challenges. A most daunting challenge involves the dual-command problem where National Guard forces have a separate command chain than federal forces, including federalized National Guard forces, military active duty forces, and federal disaster response and law enforcement personnel, as illustrated by Figure 1 (page 20).

The governor of a state may mitigate the parallel command challenge by agreeing to appointment of a dual-status commander, as illustrated in Figure 2 (page 21). However, nothing in federal law requires the governor to agree to the appointment of a dual-status commander. In addition, arbitrary distinctions as to the cause of the emergency drive the types of action: (1) between “major disaster” and “emergency” and (2) between actions authorized after a governor requests assistance and actions authorized based upon a presidential
determination. It seems that a catastrophe is an emergency regardless of whether caused by a brutal hurricane, raging fire, devastating explosion triggered by human error or an explosion or bomb detonated by a criminal or terrorist, or a nuclear or EMP attack. For example, if a governor requests assistance, the disaster relief assistance includes “precautionary evacuations and recovery” and “recovery activities, including disaster impact assessments and planning.” However, emergency assistance without a governor’s request does not include these actions. An emergency response may require some precautionary evacuations (for example, clearing a bomb site or suspected bomb site locale) and recovery efforts. These statutorily-defined and overlapping categories, that seem arbitrary, may unnecessarily complicate operationalizing crisis planning and response, especially in joint environments and in major crises (the very ones that require swift, decisive response).  

No statutory authority authorizes the DoD to regulate to set standards for critical infrastructure protection. That lack of authority is appropriate for our civilian government, so that a purely civilian department exercises regulatory authority in such matters. The DoD has statutory authority which would encompass physically protecting and securing critical
infrastructure if an owner does not adequately do so. This authority applies only in certain circumstances. Challenges in exercising these authorities could exacerbate crisis response and could compromise the DoD’s ability to perform this task as effectively as needed.

**Implications for National Security and Critical Infrastructure Protection**

Three conclusions are evident from the analysis of this survey of federal statutory law, including where an owner fails to adequately protect the infrastructure. These conclusions identify ways in which the federal statutory framework offers insufficient authority for the DHS or the DoD, acting separately or jointly, to achieve the national security goal of protecting critical infrastructure. This analysis demonstrates the need to strategically review previous policy assumptions about the public-private partnership model where the private sector implements action to yield protected critical infrastructure. In addition, two specific areas may be addressed by targeted statutory action to address the confusion around the *posse comitatus* doctrine and to remedy the dual-command problem. U.S. policy has long favored an integrated national security policy. It appears that critical infrastructure protection, even from this brief, targeted survey, is anything but integrated.
Strategic Analysis and Policy Considerations

Three conclusions are relevant to national strategic policy for protection of critical infrastructure, including as owned by private and non-federal government entities that fail to adequately protect it: (1) the DHS regulatory authority to set standards is very limited and the DHS has no integrated, strategic authority to set even minimal standards for critical infrastructure protection, even where another agency has no relevant authority or does not exercise its authority; (2) the DHS and the DoD federal statutory authority to physically protect and secure critical infrastructure routinely and in an emergency is limited and lacks integration; and (3) no statute defines how the DHS and the DoD are to work together to achieve the national security goal of critical infrastructure protection, even in an emergency or a crisis.

Neither [DHS or DoD] has federal statutory authority for an integrated plan or response to critical infrastructure protection.

Strategic Review for Integrated National Security and Critical Infrastructure Protection

These deficiencies and others suggested by this article present the need for a strategic review to integrate national security and critical infrastructure protection policy. The U.S. previously has moved to integrate national security policy. In 1947, Congress articulated the need for integrated, comprehensive, and strategic U.S. security: unified direction, authority, and control under civilian control; “more effective, efficient, and economical administration”; and elimination of “unnecessary duplication ... particularly in the field of research and engineering.” The 1947 National Security Act consolidated the military and defense services into the DoD. In 1986, Congress reorganized and streamlined the DoD to establish clear authority, responsibility, and chain of command; to achieve integration and synthesis of the various capabilities of the military services; “to improve the military advice provided to the President”; “to increase attention to the formulation of strategy and to contingency planning”; and “to provide for more efficient use of defense resources.”

Today, the DHS has the homeland security mission to protect the nation from terrorism and to respond to disasters and emergencies, and the DoD has the homeland defense mission, terrorism fight, support for disasters and emergencies, and support to civilian law enforcement agencies. Neither department has federal statutory authority for an integrated plan or response to critical infrastructure protection. For example, neither department can effectuate a solution, such as for electric grid owners who fail to adopt available security measures or chemical facility owners who fail to avail themselves of available resources that may have prevented deadly and costly infrastructure catastrophes.

The DHS statutory authority authorizes studying, assessing, sharing information, and reporting to stakeholders and Congress about critical infrastructure protection needs and mandates building a national asset database. A strategic review could work to resolve the limits to the DHS regulatory authority to set minimal standards for critical infrastructure protection as a guide so that owners who are not protecting infrastructure at least would be required to meet some minimal threshold. This measure is especially important for integrated and regional or nationwide critical infrastructure, such as the electric grid and emergency services, and especially where no federal agency has regulatory authority for security or does not exercise its authority. Also, a strategic review could address gaps in the ability of the DHS
and/or the DoD to physically secure critical infrastructure where an owner fails to adequately do so. Finally, a strategic review could define how the DHS and the DoD work together, especially in a crisis, which would facilitate joint training and exercises.81

The limited authority of the DHS contrasts starkly with its broad statutory mission with grave national consequences to “prevent terrorist attacks,” “reduce the vulnerability … to terrorism,” and “minimize the damage … from terrorist attacks that do occur” within the U.S., and to protect critical infrastructure.82 Yet the policy assumption in the CIPA and PPD-21 rests upon non-federal infrastructure owners acting in partnership with the federal government. As aptly noted with respect to the electric grid, the interconnected, networked nature of critical infrastructure that crosses over state and local jurisdictions may make this public-private partnership model—as the only framework—unrealistic for national security.83 Second, the diffusion of regulatory authority among discrete DHS entities and among multiple federal departments and agencies hobbles an integrated approach. The DHS has no regulatory authority to set minimal national standards, to compel agencies with regulatory authority to issue protection standards, or to act in that agency’s stead. Further, the DHS has no authority to compel that information be provided and updated for the national asset database and prioritized critical infrastructure list required by the Homeland Security Act.84

Physical protection is crucial with widespread disasters or in the face of credible threats of coordinated terrorist action against key critical infrastructure, such as water and dams or the electric grid. If state and local law enforcement authorities are overwhelmed or lack the capacity to physically protect and secure the infrastructure, the DHS and the DoD statutory framework must be clear as to authority and responsibilities, including unified command authority.85

How to accomplish a strategic review? Consider forming a commission to analyze and recommend strategic policy and tactical implementation options for protecting critical infrastructure, including how to address the reality of non-federal infrastructure owners who fail to adequately protect critical infrastructure. Primary considerations should be the representativeness and legitimacy of the commission. Members should be representative of the relevant issues and diverse in views with no vested interest, other than as dedicated, concerned Americans. Examples of members could include: retired members of the public, including state and local government officials; non-government entities; private owners; first responders; concerned citizens; retired members of the U.S. Congress, courts, military services, and federal government departments; and a limited number of retired military service members, including general and field officers and enlisted members. Champion legitimacy by having the fact-deciders and recommenders not have a profit, promotion, or reelection stake in the data collection, analysis, or recommendations. A second consideration is building or creating the political will to tackle the issues and recommendations rather than defaulting to the status quo. Congress must be committed to act on reasoned recommendations to secure our nation’s critical infrastructure, rather than reacting to the next crisis.

In the nearer term, two specific challenges...
could be addressed by new statutory law:

- **Posse comitatus** and criminal penalties. The doctrine of posse comitatus and attempts to limit it have created confusion and clouded the military’s effective response to domestic emergencies, including in Katrina in 2005 and in the Los Angeles riots in 1992.\(^8^6\) One of the reports from Katrina recommended revisiting this issue.\(^8^7\) The statute enacted in a 2006 post-Katrina response was repealed shortly thereafter upon complaints from the Council of Governors about inadequate consultation.\(^8^8\) The Katrina recommendation, therefore, remains unaddressed. More recent authors also have called for revisiting this issue.\(^8^9\) The original 1878 Posse Comitatus Act, currently in 18 US Code §1385, should be repealed. The original 1878 Posse Comitatus Act, enacted to thwart federal post-Civil War reconstruction and integration efforts, was moved to the U.S. criminal code in 1956.\(^9^0\) It is an unnecessary remedy that has stifled responses in the past, and that could stifle or chill authorized action in a crisis. The confusion could create cascading delays, for example, in light of more recent statutory law that specifically authorizes military support of law enforcement and in the hybrid nature of the USCG. The strategic review of national security policy then could address overarching policy considerations as to the authorized use of the military in the homeland. The strategic review also could consider whether any streamlining and clarity of statutory law is necessary or would be helpful to clarify the various statutes that bar the military from direct participation in law enforcement “unless otherwise authorized by law.”\(^9^1\)

- Dual-command problem and the need for unified command. The provision of federal assistance could be conditioned upon using the dual-status command model. Such a construct provides input from a state directly into the chain of command, while also preserving operational fidelity and the President’s constitutional command authority over the U.S. military.

**Conclusion**

Conducting a strategic review is a much-needed opportunity to examine national security policy and critical infrastructure protection, as well as embedded policies about the functions of homeland security, homeland defense, and disaster/emergency preparedness and response. The Constitution is clear about the exclusive and preeminent authority and responsibility for national security and national defense being the province of the federal government where Congress is:

... [to] provide for the common Defence and general Welfare of the United States;

... to provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel Invasions;

... to provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the Militia, and for governing such Part of them as may be employed in the Service of the United States, reserving to the States respectively, the Appointment of the Officers, and the Authority of training the Militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress.\(^9^2\)

When the U.S. calls forth the militia (now the National Guard) to execute the laws of the Union, the militia should be in the service of the U.S.\(^9^3\) In addition, the regular U.S. military forces (non-National Guard) are authorized by statutory law to act domestically in certain circumstances.\(^9^4\) These circumstances can include physically protecting and securing
critical infrastructure.

Americans in an emergency may not care so much about the color of the uniform the person is wearing when he or she protects a nearby major dam or electrical grid component or plucks them from the rooftops of their hopelessly flooded neighborhoods, secures them against wanton opportunistic or criminal violence, delivers life-saving clean water and emergency food, or takes them to a secure shelter. For all of the separate and overlapping statutes and policy discussions, it may not matter whether the person’s uniform is the green, blue, tan, or white of the U.S. military or black, blue, green, gray, tan, red, or yellow of state or local law enforcement or emergency responders and whether the securer, defender, or responder acts under authority for homeland security, homeland defense, critical infrastructure protection, disaster/emergency assistance, and/or law enforcement. What likely matters is whether the nation is secure and defended; the individual is secure and safe; the government responds effectively, promptly, and affordably; and our civilian, representative government continues to operate to implement the Constitution and provide for the common defense.

A strategic review of national security policy and delivery of homeland security and defense services could promote integrated critical infrastructure protection, a defined national security goal. A strategic review, followed by statutory authorization, could take critical infrastructure protection beyond the stages of assess, study, inform, and report to a new stage of systematically and predictably implementing reasonable and necessary protective measures. These protective measures may include how to handle owners who do not adequately protect their critical infrastructure and how the DHS and the DoD will work together, especially in a crisis where it may be necessary to deploy American military forces on American soil to defend it, to restore order, to enforce federal authority, to enforce federal or state law, or a combination thereof. IAJ
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